Prometeia launches ILiAS, the new interactive answer
to ever more complex liquidity risk challenges
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Leveraging its long-lived experience in the risk and performance management
space, Prometeia has re-engineered its liquidity risk management platform, to
more effectively respond to the increasing demand for regulatory and business
challenges.
The new ERMAS Interactive Liquidity Adequacy Solution (ILiAS) is the
innovative answer to the complex needs of Risk and Treasury departments,
providing a holistic approach to liquidity risk governance: a unique platform to
measure both regulatory and internal metrics from different perspectives, ensuring
full consistency from technical and methodological standpoints.
The ‘game changer’ is the introduction of a fully interactive workspace for the
end users, designed to define specific scenarios, liquidity strategies and rerun
simulations in real-time, providing the maximum level of flexibility and granularity.
A standard catalogue of regulatory metrics covering all BCBS requirements is
constantly updated by Prometeia, according to the latest supervisory templates. On
top of this, users can build their internal and managerial metrics, starting from
the existing templates or completely from scratch.
The interactivity is supported by new innovative technologies, which ensure
high-performance even in the presence of big data, and enable the possibility to
elaborate incrementally and configure batch processes for more complex and
customized calculation algorithms.
“With ERMAS ILiAS Prometeia supports CRO and CFO functions to steer liquidity
strategies in tune with business targets and regulatory compliance, both in the short
and medium-long term, confirming our engagement in drawing Risk & Treasury
departments closer and closer,” says Andrea Partesotti, Director and Head of
Enterprise Risk Management at Prometeia.
Prometeia develops ERMAS, a fully integrated platform supporting Balance Sheet
Risk Management, Regulatory & IFRS Compliance, Performance Management &
Control, Credit Risk Analysis and Credit Decision Management.
Prometeia’s expertise in the liquidity risk solutions space is confirmed by
international rankings and market acknowledgements.
www.prometeia.com
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